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“Here we see a porbeagle in a 
big pile of butterfish. The 
target species is squid, if you 
look you can see a couple.”

BYCATCH
SEO

The cost of unwanted web traffic



"The way we catch now is to catch 
everything, decide what we want 
to keep and discard the rest"

That’s Martin Hall and even though he sounds like one, 
he’s not a SEO specialist, he’s a FISHING BYCATCH expert 

“The magnitude of annual discards in 
global marine capture fisheries was 
estimated to be 9.1 million tonnes, 
which represent 10.8% of the annual 
average catch of 2010-2014.”

BYCATCH is considered a MAJOR PROBLEM –
current studies estimate about 11% of the 
annual fishing catch is discarded (i.e. is bycatch)

The world's second 
largest super trawler, 
the Lithuanian FV Margiris



There’s evidence in google analytics 
that WEBSITES also have bycatch…
and it’s A LOT HIGHER than what we  
see in the fishing world

bounce rate
suggests we are 

‘catching’ 
unwanted visitors

Because the bounce rate 
tells us they’re leaving 
without ‘clicking around’



but it’s not like we’re killing dolphins, 
who cares if we pick up a few unwanted 
visitors... any traffic is good traffic, right? 

Turns out all those unwanted 
visitors COME AT A COST!

We never thought of    
web traffic as having its 

own carbon footprint!

https://www.websitecarbon.com/

BUT then we came 
across this...



Can we estimate the global cost 
of unwanted visitors? 1 ,2&3

Google won't say exactly how many trillions of queries it 
processes each year, other than it's now two or more. But 
back in 2016, Search Engine Land did some estimating 
and thought 2 trillion was the safest bet, that translates 
into 228 million searches per hour.

Brafton did some of their own estimating using 
Google Analytics data from 181 websites (2016) in 
order to establish industry benchmarks. The websites 
surveyed had an average bounce rate of 58.18%.

And WHOLEGRAINdigital estimate the average 
website produces 4.61 grams CO2 per page view.
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A. Searches per hour 228,000,000

B. Page views per search (our safe assumption) 1

C. Average bounce rate 58.18%

D. SEO Bycatch per hour # [A * B * C] 132,650,400 

E. Average CO2 produced per page view (kilo) 0.00461

F. CO2 produced by SEO Bycatch (kilos) [D * E] 611,518

G. Tonnes of CO2 produced by SEO Bycatch per hour 611.5 

H. Tonnes of CO2 produced by passenger vehicle per year 4.71

# The number of Google searches that result in an ‘unwanted’ website visit

That’s equivalent 
to the CO2/H 
produced by 

1.1million cars!

That represents 8% of Australia's 
registered passenger vehicle fleet



…which highlights the need for 
SUSTAINABLE SEO PRACTICES

BOUNCE RATES are a significant 
source of avoidable carbon emissions



Another overhyped idea by


